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Real Israel

When you go to Israel on 
a Mission, you stay at five 
star hotels, travel on luxury 
motor coaches, and have 
professional tour guides.  
You see the parts of Israel 
that are sure to impress you.

When you visit family in Is-
rael, the experience is a little 
different.  You still see some 
amazing sights, but you also 
see more of what the aver-
age Israeli encounters on a 
daily basis.

One of the first things you 
notice is that the prices are 
very high for everything in-
cluding the basics like food, 
housing, and gasoline. 

Another thing you discover 
is that the drivers are very 
aggressive and often very 
rude.  I would certainly not 
want to drive to work in 
Israel every day.

And another thing that 
stands out clearly is that the 
people need an aggressive 
anti-littering campaign.  Lit-
ter, and especially cigarette 
butts, are strewn all over 
the sidewalks in residential 
neighborhoods.

The Height of  
Determination
There are many must see places in Israel, places like the Kotel 
(the Western Wall), the Dead Sea, the Old City of Jerusalem, and 
the place that we visited yesterday, Masada.

I first became aware of Masada when I saw a television mini-se-
ries, “Masada,” starring Richard Strauss, in 1981, and I visited 
Masada for the first time when I went on a Jewish Federation of 
Greater Pittsburgh Mission to Israel in 2012. Yesterday I visited — Continued
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Masada for a second time, and again found the visit to be an incred-
ible experience.

If you don’t know the story of Masada, here it is:

Masada was the last bastion of Jewish freedom fighters against the 
Romans; its fall signaled the violent destruction of the kingdom of 
Judea at the end of the Second Temple period. The tragic events 
of the last days of the rebels at Masada transformed it into both a 
Jewish cultural icon and a symbol of humanity’s continuous struggle 
for freedom from oppression.

Built by Herod, king of Judea, Masada was a palatial fortress in 
the style of the ancient Roman East. The camps, fortifications and 
assault ramp at its base constitute the most complete surviving an-
cient Roman siege system in the world.

Masada was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2001. Its 
inscription on this prestigious list epitomizes its outstanding universal 
significance, which must be protected for the benefit of all humanity.

Geography
The plateau of Masada is located on the eastern fringe of the 
Judean Desert near the shore of the Dead Sea, between Ein Gedi 
and Sodom. It is a mountain bloc that rose and was detached from 
the fault escarpment, surrounded at its base by Wadi Ben Yair on 
the west and Wadi Masada on the south and east. The plateau, 450 
meters above the level of the Dead Sea, is approximately 650 meters 
long and 300 meters wide. East of the mountain is sediment left by 
the ancient Dead Sea, scored by numerous cracks.

Masada is close to two ancient routes, one cut through the center 
of the Judean Desert and leading to south Moab in eastern Trans-
jordan, the other connected Edom, Moab and 
the Arava Valley to Ein Gedi and Jerusalem.

Madasa’s remote location and its natural defens-
es were the advantages that transformed it into a 
fortress during the Second Temple period.

The History of Masada
Sources

The story of Masada was recorded by Josephus 
Flavius, who was the commander of the Galilee 
during the Great Revolt and later surrendered 
to the Romans at Yodfat. At the time of Masa-
da’s conquest he was in Rome; there he de-
voted himself to chronicling the revolt. In spite 
of the debate surrounding the accuracy of his 
accounts, its main features seem to have been 
born out by excavation.

And if you are a “cultural 
Jew” who loves what 
we in America consider 
to be “Jewish food” you 
will e shocked to see that 
corned beef, pastrami, 
brisket, and matzoh ball 
soup, are not staples of 
the Israeli diet and are, in 
fact, very hard to find

But the most important 
thing you will discover in 
Israel is that the people 
know how to survive, 
surviving rocket fire from 
Gaza, threats from ter-
rorists, and even the high 
prices that make daily life 
difficult.

And yet the Israeli people 
do more than just survive 
– they prosper.

Throughout our history, 
whether at Masada or 
during the Holocaust, 
the Jewish people have 
always fought back, and, 
with God to protect us, 
we will always find a way.



The Hasmonean Period

According to Josephus, the first fortress at 
Masada was built by “Jonathan the High Priest” 
-- apparently the Hasmonean king Alexander 
Janaeus (103-76 BCE), whose coins were discov-
ered in excavations of the site. Some scholars 
tend to identify Jonathan with the brother of 
Judah the Macabbee, who became high priest 
in 152 BCE. So far no architectural remains have 
been discovered at Masada that can be dated 
with certainty to the Hasmonean period.

The Herodian Period

Herod, who ruled from 37 BCE to 4 BCE, was well aware of the strategic advantages of Masada He 
therefore, chose the site as a refuge against his enemies, and as a winter palace. During his reign, 
luxurious palaces were built there in addition to well-stocked storerooms, cisterns and a casemate wall. 
After the death of Herod in 4BCE and the annexation of Judea to the Roman Empire in 6CE, the Romans 
stationed a garrison at Masada.

The Great Revolt

Josephus relates that one of the first events of the Great Revolt of the Jews against the Romans, which 
broke out in 66 CE, was the conquest of Masada by the Sicarii, a group that gets its name form a curved 
dagger, the sica, which they carried. The Sicarii were headed by Menachem, son of Judah the Galile-
an, who was murdered in Jerusalem in 66 CE. After the murder Eleazar Ben Yair fled from Jerusalem 
to Masada and became commander of the rebel community on the mountain. It was a varied group, 
which apparently included Essenes and Samaritans. The last of the rebels fled to Masada after the de-
struction of Jerusalem in 70 CE and joined those already at the fortress under the command of Eleazar 
Ben Yair.

The rebels, who lived in rooms in the casemate wall and in some of Herod’s palaces, constructed a syn-
agogue and mikvehs. They left behind numerous material vestiges attesting to the community life.

The Siege

According to Josephus, Mas-
ada was the last rebel strong-
hold in Judea in 73 or 74 CE. 
The Roman Tenth Legion, led 
by Flavius Silva, laid siege to 
the mountain. The legion, 
consisting of 8,000 troops , 
among which were auxilia-
ry forces, built eight camps 
around the base, a siege wall 
and a ramp made of earth and 
wooden supports on a natu-
ral slope to the west. Captive 
Jews brought water to the 
troops, apparently from Ein 
Gedi, as well as food.



Honor Your Loved Ones
Commemorate a loved one by dedicating a yahrzeit plaque in his or her 
memory at the Carnegie Shul. These beautiful plaques, mounted on the 
sanctuary walls, are lit on the loved one’s yahrzeit, Yom Kippur, and days 
when Yizkor is recited. The names are also read aloud from the Bimah dur-
ing services on the Sabbath of the yahrzeit and on Yom Kippur. 

Or sponsor a kiddush in honor or in memory of a loved one; your sponsorship will be announced from 
the bimah and in the weekly Chatter. To purchase a plaque, for only $175 or sponsor a kiddush for 
only $36, please email Mike Roteman at mrmike7777@yahoo.com.

After a siege that lasted a few months, the Romans brought a tower with a battering ram up the ramp, 
with which they began to batter the wall. The rebels constructed an inner support wall out of wood 
and earth, which the Romans then set ablaze. As Josephus describes it, when the hope of the rebels 
dwindled, Eleazar Ben Yair gave two speeches in which he convinced the leaders of the 960 members 
of the community that it would  be better to take their own 
lives and the lives of their families than to live in shame and 
humiliation as Roman slaves. In Josephus own words:

“Then, having chosen by lot ten of their number to dispatch 
the rest, they laid themselves down each beside his prostrate 
wife and children and flinging their arms around them, of-
fered their throats in readiness for the executants of the mel-
ancholy office. These, having unswervingly slaughtered all, 
ordained the same rule of the lot for one another, that he on 
whom it fell should slay first the nine and then himself last of 
all… They had died in the belief that they had left not a soul 
of them alive to fall into Roman hands. The Romans advanced 
to the assault… Seeing none of the enemy but on all sides an 
awful solitude, and flames within and silence, they were at a 
loss to conjecture what had happened here encountering the 
mass of slain, instead of exulting as over enemies, they ad-
mired the nobility of their resolve and the contempt of death 
display by so many in carrying it, unwavering, into execution.” 
(Josephus Flavius, The Wars of the Jews, VII)

According to Josephus, two 
women and five children 
who had been hiding in the 
cisterns on the mountaintop 
told the Romans what had 
happened that night, on the 
15th of Nissan, the first day 
of Passover. The fall of Mas-
ada was the final act in the 
Roman conquest of Judea. 
A Roman auxiliary unit 
remained at the site until 
the beginning of the second 
century CE.





The Rabbi William Sajowitz Endowment Fund
of Temple Emanuel of South Hills and 
South Hills Jewish Pittsburgh Present:

General Admission Tickets: $5
Tickets: www.templeemanuelpgh.org

In partnership with Beth El Congregation, South Hills JCC,  
The Carnegie Shul, JCC of Greater Pittsburgh, and Shalom Pittsburgh.
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THE OTHER TEN COMMANDMENTS: 
THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGIC OF TIDYING-UP JUDAISM




